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In product design, it is important to understand how products are used by
In product design,
the consumers. A common method of obtaining this information is through
observation or the use of surveys, but these methods have their drawbacks. One
major problem with current methods is bias. The interpretation of the results by a
designer is influenced by past experience or industry practice. An ideal design
path for a product would remove this. Cyber-Empathic Design is the concept of
using sensors to collect data on product usage and mapping these results into the
design space to remove human bias. In this branch of the project, sensors were
imbedded into an office chair and data was collected. The goal of this project is to
create a model that can identify and track seating positions as it is being used
without designer supervision.

For simplicity, seating orientations were broken down into five
main positions:
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the participant’s height and weight.

Building the Chair

Importing Tables & Graphs
Importing tables, charts and graphs is easier than importing
photos. To import charts and graphs from Excel, Word or
other applications, go to EDIT>COPY, copy your chart and
come back to PowerPoint. Go to EDIT>PASTE and paste the
chart on the poster. You can scale your charts and tables
proportionally by holding down the Shift key and dragging in
or out one of the corners.
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Figure 8: A comparison of pressure distribution between different seating positions

Future Work

A

Moving forward, the following design challenges will be solved:
• Refine model to analyze automatically
• Create visual representation of chair usage
• Provide live feedback as chair is being used
• Create user interface to communicate user habits
• Provide suggestions to improve sitting technique
• Implement machine learning for an adaptable model
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Figure 6: Center of gravity graph

This data is biased to the right. Even the balanced positions shows a
center of gravity leaning to the right. It is unclear if this is user related or if the
chair itself is biased. More data collection will resolve this. An ideal solution
would be able to adjust to error like this through machine learning to accurately
analyze seating positions.
Figure 3: Various body sizes [1]
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